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Above left, Dave Wissemann '09 leads his parents across campus. Above right, families sample refreshments at an Open House event (Photos by Elena Dahl).
Molly Lehman
Editor in Chief
Just four weeks ago, Woostef students were saying good-by- e
to parents,
grandparents and siblings and turning
their attention to. unpacking dorm

rooms and beginning the fall semester.
Last weekend, however, the campus
welcomed students' families back for
the opportunity to experience life on
the Wooster campus.

ing eVents; musical performances, presentation, meals and exhibits. On
Friday, families could attend the Fourth
Annual Golf Scramble on the L.C.
Boles Golf Course, take a campus tour
or enjoy music and hors d'oeurves at
the Wooster Inns Party on the Patio.

Family Weekend 2008 ofTered a wide

range of departmental activities, sport

,

The evening brought several student
performances, including Tess Burgler's
'09 Independent Study theatre production, show by the College's improv
comedy troue Don't Throw Shoes, a
concert by student a capella groups
COW Belles, Merry Kuween of Scots,

of Monkeys and After These
Messages
page 5for more details on
the theatre production and performances,

A Round

Saturday's
included
highlights
departmental open houses and presen- See "Family," page 2

Sophomore to share experiences Psychology professor to
from
expedition take part in APA panel
post-graduati-

on

Abby Gordon
Features Editor

r

College of Wooster Professor of
Psychology Sarah Clayton was one of
10
people selected to work on an
American Psychological Association
(APA) Task Force on the Interface
Between Psychology and Global
Climate Change.
While it is not news that the environment has psychological impacts on people and vice versa, it has not been a

Vs

topic that most icople try to resjxnd
actively to. This task force is groundbreaking in that they are actually focus-

ing all energies on the subject matter
and coining up witli solutions to related
problems.
Clayton explained that task forces are
basis and work
created on an
for one year, but with long-tergoals.
is
task
force
Her
comprised of people
as-nee- ded

m

from all across the United States, as
well as Canada and Australia. She was
able to work out of Wooster because
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Welboum appreciates the scenery from a high elevation (Photo courtesy Ben Welbourn).

Jonah Comstock
Managing Editor

Welbourn.
He will be giving a presentation
about his
Appalachian
trail experience this Tuesday at the
Wooster branch of the Wayne
County Public Library.
"I had heard about Ben's hike on
the Appalachian Trail," said Adult
Services Librarian John Longacre,
who met Welbourn through the
Worthy
Questions program at
'Wooster. "He showed me the
PowerPoint presentation he'd done at
five-mon- th

Snaking along the East CQast, the
Appalachian Trail is the
marked
footpath in the
longest
United States. Ben Welbourn '11 has
seen every inch of it.
"Basically when I graduated from
high school, I took five months to
hike from' Maine to Georgia. I started
on June 16th and ended Nov. 13th
just in time for Thanksgiving," said
2,lt4.6-mil- e

m

"

his home library and I thought, 'It
looks great. Would you want to come
do a program at our library?' And he
said sure."
Though the library does community programs frequently, partnering
with students from the College is
something new for Longacre.
"We do programs aimed at the
a
community at large quite often
number of them a month. Sometimes

See "Appalachian," page 2

the project was conducted electronically. She explains that their primary tasks
were to spread information and "organize interest groups within the society"
as well as communicate their information to the outside world, such as the
APA and journalists.
Clayton was chosen because of her
interest and expertise regarding interactions between psychology and nature
and the effects these things have on
each other. Clayton says, "I am interested in the way ordinary people

encounter nature in their daily lives, e.g.
in parks, gardens and zoos." For example, she has done studies of people at
zoos and gardens that showed these
places "promote positive mood, social
interaction and relaxation."
Within the task force, Clayton says
they will try to cover the relationships
between psychological factors and climate change on a fairly broad scale,

with subgroups focusing on different
points. "For example, one group might
look at ways to encourage behavior
change, another group might look at
psychological impacts of global warming," she said.

Clayton also promotes awareness

of the

psychology-and-natu-

inter-

re

actions on campus. She has taught a
conservation course with Professor
of Biology Lyn Loveless, and worked
with Loveless and the Philosophy
department to put together a series
of lectures on "Environmental
Action and Analysis." She has also
collaborated
with "many faculty
members, but particularly with
Assistant Professor of Biology
Rick Lehtinen, Assistant Professor
Melissa Shultz,
of Chemistry
Professors of Geology
Greg
Wiles and Mark Wilson, to develop
and establish the Environmental
Studies program."
1

What are some easy

andor imme-

diate psychological (or at least psychology-rchanges we members of
elated)
the Ifvoster community could make to

start contributing

to the solution?
Clayton offers these tips.

- Remind yourself of why you care
about a sustainable environment. This
is not something outsiders are forcing
you to do against your own
but something you should do to
protect the healthy and attractive environment you value.
self-intere-

st,

- Don't give in to denial or despair.
These changes are happening, but you
can do something alxmt them.
- Monitor your own

behavior. How are

you affecting the environment?

Identify one thing you can change (use
a reusable collee mug, take bags to the
grocery store, turn off lights) and set
a goal for making that change.

-
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Michelle Ort '09 responds to

last week's viewpoint regarding the Russian department's
lecture on the Russia-Georgconflict See page 3.

V
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Brian Fred'erico '09 reacts to

The Wooster

vice presidential candidate

beer-tastin-g

Joe Biden's remarks during
last week's rally. See page 3
to read the full story.

ing Dogfish Head ales, a company founded by a Wooster
alum. Read more on page 4.
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Inn hosted

dinner showcas-

Dan Casto

'12 conducts an

exclusive interview with Ander
Monson, poet and author of

'Neck

Deep

Predicaments."

and

Other

See page

6.

The women's soccer

team-extende-

their record to

d

7--1

with their victory over Case
Western Reserve University.

Read more on page

8.
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Kate Vesper
Emily Ryan

Student navigates rugged mountain terrain
LOCAL

Appalachian

Ohioansfake signatures

continued from p. I

this one, that I asked Ben to do, is for
the community at large," said
Longacre. "We just thought we'd take
advantage of the resources we have
with the College being right here in
town. We want the College students
to feel fully a part of the community
that we try to reach out to."
Welboum's presentation will take
the form of a lecture supplemented
by a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation, but he hopes to make it interactive as well.
"From what I hear about what the
turnout is going to be, I should be
able to have people asks questions as
I go, and I'll just kind of tell stories
about what I went through but also
just about the general culture of the
trail," said Welbourn. "It's a trail that
has its own culture pretty much.
There's different vocabulary that
people on the trail use and it's just a
pretty tightly knit community, and
while people are independent on it,
everyone's aware of everyone else."
'The presentation will be held at the

NATION
Free birthday visits to
Disney World in 2009
Chairman of Walt Disney Parks and
Resorts, Jay Rasulo, announced last
week that every guest in 2009 will be
granted free admission to any one of
the Walt Disney Parks on their birthday. This promotion is only valid at U.S.
parks. "What will you celebrate?" is the
title of the new promotion. This week,
Disney started running commercials of
children blowing out birthday candles
and other celebratory acts atya Walt
Disney Park. "What will you celebrate?" will offer buttons to guests
labeled "First Visit" to make someone's
visit a little bit more special. "Our goal
is to mark the special moments in your
life in a way that your family will
remember forever," Rasulo told the
Associated Press.
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Tackled traveler pay s
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Wooster branch

of

the Wayne
this
Tuesday,
County Public Library
Sept. 30 at 7 p.m. Refreshments will
be provided at the event.
"I'm hoping for a broad array of

At Reagan National Airport, a
woman who was found guilty of
obstruction of justice In February
2007 because she felt she was mistreated during a security screening, is
now ordered to pay a fine of $100.
Robin Kassner claims she was
ing to New York last February when
an airport security guard knocked her
to the ground after approaching her
from behind. The airport claims that
Kassner was not cooperating with the
security screening officers. Kassner
stated that she will appeal the fine and
dollar
has already filed a multi-millilawsuit.
on

his identity hidden. Beah graduated
with the first draft of this memoir in
Voice Staff
hand.
Beah spoke of how complex writBy simply passing Ishmael Beah
ing this book was for him.. He
on the street or having a casual
encounter with him, one would never explained how he had to relive tlif
times in his life that he had tried for
guess the story this man possesses.
Once a child soldier, Ishmael Beah
years to repress.
He was submerged once again in
has lived much beyond his years.
First-ye- ar
students were asked to the darkness that had once taken
read his memoir, "A Long Way over his childhood, and admitted
Gone," this summer for part of their that the writing process was not a
FYS classes. On Thursday, Sept. 18 happy time for him, Ihnvever, he felt
it was necessary to revisit each piece
Beah appeared before a large crowd
of his experience in order to convey
of Wooster students and community
specific emotions and events that
members to speak of his experience
as a child soldier in the civil war of stand out in his memory.
His book is full of references to
SierVa Leone beginning at the age of
the physical landscape that sur12. He discussed the rehabilitation
he underwent and how he came to rounded him and Beah made note of
this fact in his speech, sayifig that
write this book.
the nature of the landscape literally
Beah has not always been willing
high
his
changed as the violence was waged
to share
story. During
he
the
time
school and most of
spent
upon it.
Beah
Beah noticed, in his reliving of the
his
kept
at Oberlin College,
him.
horror, that the birds actually ceased
past hidden from those around
creative,
singing. Their song that was so
It was not until taking a
writing class in college that he began present in his boyhood memory
totally disappeared once the war was
to try to write his story down,
removing his name at first to keep underway.

AmySondles

--

Finnish man murders
11 in school shooting

on the game. The game was preceded
Scot spirit tailgate
by a campus-wid- e
buffet lunch.

Family
continued from p.

1

On Tuesday, Matti Saari, 22, killed
people including himself at a
school in Kauhajoki, Finland. Saari
killed eight female students, one
male student and one male teacher.
There is no indication as to why
Saari Shot anyone. The gunman
posted violent movies on YouTube
before the shootings. Details are
now being investigated regarding
this school shooting.

In the evening, the Friends of
International Students program hosted
a potluck picnic for participating inter

people," siiid Longacre. "It'll be great
to have a number of students come
down, but I'm also hoping that people
the community who have been

of

dreaming

hiking

on

.

the

Appalachian Trail, or just like to hike
will
in the Wooster community
anybody who has any inter-i- n
come
est at all in hiking who might find
Ben's story interesting."

in the middle aisles and Beah
It was with these seemingly minor
details, that Beah suggested that vioencouraged the audience to ask
whatever they desired.
lence is more than just this romantic
idea we see played out in films. It
One such question was asked in
affects people, communities and regard to a passage in the book, where
Beah references a fable that he learned
countries.
as a boy. A
The very culture
..
his
home
of
monkey runs
.
As soon as you
- Beah
changed,
up to you in a
explained. There
someOtie will forest Beah
for
recapped
was a breakdown
of hierarchy; for feel
Consequence Of the audience,
"You raise your
elders
example,
violence."
gun, and the
that were greatly
before
respected
if
Ishmael Beah monkc,y
the
were
war
you shoot me
Author of 'A Long Way Gone' your ' Mother
negated during the
'
wilf die; if you
.i.l.lC
conflict.' Children .
could no longer be seen as innocent
don't I will shoot your father." Beah
answered., that he would shoot the
War had transformed them into susmonkey so no one would ever have to
picious and dangerous beings.
Beah's greatest hope is that his go through the ordeal again.
So the question was asked: Did Beah
memoir will do more than tell a
story of another war, but will believe that all violence was wrong or
instead bring context to this conflict
that sometimes the end justified the
means? Beah simply stepped back and
is
so
for
a
living
that
many
reality
said, "You missed the point of the story.
the violence every day.
A large part of the forum was a
The point of the story is as soon as you
(uestiin-and-answwith
session
raise that gun, Someone will feel the
the author. Microphones were placed consequence of that violence."
'
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Briefs compiled by Missie Bender

(f

"

students. Later, families and
students were invited to enjoy a concert
by Beatles tribute band The Return in
as .well
as
McGaw
Chapel,
Scoteniberfcst, a festival celebrating the
Scottish arts.
national

The weekend wrapped up on Sunday,
with an alumni breakfast, an open conversation hosted by President Grant
Cornwell and several services and
receptions held by campus faith organizations.
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While we strive for excellence
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Family Weekend 2008 proves to be a great success
tations along with an afternoon f(Xt-ba- ll
game against Ohio Wesleyan
See page 8 for more details
University.

WORLD
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seminar author speaks on campus

First-ye- ar

!

small fine to airport
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Welbourn).
Ben
courtesy
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(Photo
Welbourn treks across the Appalachians with backpack in
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In southwest Ohio, almost 5,000
signatures were fraudulently accumulated in support of a petition that
stated they were in favor of building
and legalizing a casino in western
Ohio. One of the circulators in charge
of collecting signatures told County
Board of Elections Director Jan Clair
that the reason she had fake signatures was because she needed to buy
food for her family. Clair stated that
the circulator admitted to meeting
someone at a Motel 6 in Mentor to
sign piles of blank petitions in
exchange for cash. Clair and the Lake
County Sheriff's Department are currently investigating the circulators,
and the forged signatures.

i

they're targeted at a certain age
group, like teehs or children ... but

i-

to legalize casino
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every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voicewooster.edu.
1

Hey you.
The News section

is seek-

ing staff writers for this
year. Some experience is
preferred; however, it is
not required.

If you are interested

in

this opportunity, please
Kate
editors
contact
Vesper and Emily Ryan at

voicenewswooster.edu.

Above left, President Cornwell converses with parents. Above right, a family explore

by Elena Dahl).
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Biden talks the same old rhetoric

UkMli!i!)
Freedom of speeches a valued part of the Bill of Rights and our democratic
government, and as a'liberal arts student body learning to be American citizens,
we shouldn't scoff to see it expressed in our community.
But the protesters that chose the Joe Biden rally entrance line as their venue
last week went too far. Standing on a sidewalk already crowded due to the Biden
rally immediately adjacent to Beall Avenue during rush hour is dangerous
enough, but to do so with giant posters depicting shocking and grotesque
images is a car accident waiting-thappen.
Furthermore, a few of the protesters were pushy and obnoxious, refusing-eveto turn the signs away at the request of mothers with small children. A
political protest is more likely to reach minds when it isn't being harshly forced
on passersby.
A peaceful protest is the right of anyone, but judgment regarding the time,
place and manner of protests is crucial. Though the protests carried out the
Wednesday before last were legal, they displayed a lack of forethought and concern for public safety that we at the Voice found disappointing.
o

n

,

To the Editor,
Reading "The Scene" from issue III, Sept. 12 edition of the VoiceMt me feeling disgusted by the author's apparent snobbery and elitism. The subject was a
recent trip to a nearby county fair, in which Patrick Hughes '09 (apparently
never having stepped out of his citified home environment before) was suddenly confronted with an America that is not up to his standards. The language and
analogies used to describe the surroundings, and especially the people, were so
derogatory that I and others who pointed the article out to me had trouble
believing the content was written by a Wooster student.
As someone who grew up in a rural farming community and has participated
in several county fairs myself, I was highly offended by the entire article. What
right does the author have to judge an entire demographic of people with whom
he has clearly had little to no contact? I would venture to suggest that the
behavior he himself exhibited at the fair (arguing with an old man over a seven-doll- ar
entrance fee?) would be of more concern than any of the sights he was
so disturbed by. If he were to spend some time in a community like the one he
briefly visited, he would come to know that farmers and others who live in rural
areas are intelligent, friendly people, many of whom have broader and (dare I
write it) more worldly points of view then the author obviously does.
Perhaps the only valid points the author made were the questions posed at the
end of the article. Even if a person holds such opinions, they would do well to
remember that farmers are America's backbone, and that many Voice readers in
particular call farming communities home.
Hilary Edgington
lIEdgingtonlOwooster.edu

Woo students should
resist partisan biases
As everyone on campus is aware, the
Democratic vice presidential candidate
Joe Biden came to speak at the College
of Wooster last Wednesday. Without a
doubt, tins was a
huge deal to a
majority of the
student population.
Almost
every
single person I
know went to the
i
sarabrown
rally; good for you

pick up the girls I baby-s- it to take them
to their activities, I met more difficulty
in, trying to get around since there
were certain roads blocked off. There

were police officers stationed on
almost every corner of campus and
cop cars at a majority of the intersections. I know I am not the only person
who will attest to how annoying that
blockage was.
I just feel that if we are the young

generation of voters who are suppsed
to get involved in politics and become
more active, then why shouldn't we go
to a Republican rally if weare
effect on the young voters that don't
normally go out of their way to get Democrats or vice versa? In order to
become involved and active, wejiave to
'involved in politics and worry about
make ourselves aware of all the posias Diddy
voting. No "Bitchass-ness- ,"
tions the candidates take on the issues
would say.
at hand. So, what better way to do this
But the thing that I find incredibly
than find out first hand?
ironic is that if Sarah Palin, the
I think that for once we should all
Republican Vice presidential candidate,
stop looking at ourselves as Democrats
had come to Wooster for a rally supporting McCain, no one would have or Republicans and making our voting
decision based strictly on the party we
gone. Well, let me rephrase: almost no
associate ourselves with, which a lot of
would
one from the student population
in
have
people in the United States do because
gone
have gone. Students may
Palin,
but they do not want to take the time to
order to protest against
other than that, I doubt there would educate themselves about the issues
close to the one . and the candidates. So, whether you are
have been any turn-ou- t
or
for Biden.
for
don't be so
as to
There was such a huge turn-oassociate yourself with just one outthe Biden rally that it made it difficult
look on politics.
to even get around campus. Yellow
police tape was up around trees by
Sara Brown is a Sports Editor and a
noon that day, which made it quite
regular contributor. She can be reached for
challenging to walk to class. Then
comment at SLBrownOi)wooster.edu.
'
when I was trying to drive around to
guys. Way to be political activists. It's
nice to see that P. Diddy is having an

pro-Oba-

ut

ma,

pro-McC- ain

pro-anarc-hy,

close-mind-

ed

Originally I had intended not to be
anywhere near the Biden rally last
week. I really wanted to spend some
quality time with my fledgling
Independent Study, but after being
booted out of Kauke by the friendly
Secret Service and experiencing the
1 levt'l
of noise
""N
around the library,
v
M ('ec'ec' ' might
j as wen see wnat
Biden had to say
i
I for himself.
I - In
brianfrederico
Mind you, this
shouldn't be read as me having some
inherent bias .against Democrats, but
rather the fear of the event turning
rhetoric-fille- d
to a Republican-bashin- g,
rant was overwhelming. I
already suffered another such event
last year when Robert Kennedy, Jr.
blasted away at conservative ideology for the better part of an hour.
You can trust me on this point; being
one of the few conservative-minde- d
students on campus, I don't need a
special invitation to hear how much
people don't like Republicans.
I do, in fact, have respect for Sen.
Biden. He is a senator, after all, and
has some extensive experience and
public service in national politics and
foreign policy. In my opinion, he's far
more qualified for the top office than
his running mate.
I figured with his experience and
political prowess he'd have something unique to say. I thought he
might challenge the campus's mainstream political opinions and make
these college students think substantively about policies and and politics.
,

kf -

J

ii

hoped he might make them look
beyond the rhetoric and slogans.
Needless to say, I was disappointed. Biden did little but reinforce
I

existing

stereotypes

of

the

Republicans on campus and hype up
the same and only rhetoric I have
heard over and over again.
Invariably, when I reveal to newly
introduced people that I'm a
Republican, the typical response is
that of a deer caught in headlights.
Mainly, people are surprised that I'm
not some
h,
frothing-at-the-mout-

gun-totin-

g,

bible-thumpin- g,

war-lovin-

g,

g

crazy person.
I'm about as
as you
get when it comes to politics.
I've always been surprised at the
preconceptions of Republicans here,
at a liberal arts school nonetheless.
The "liberal" in "liberal arts" isn't
supposed to have political connotations. Apparently some people actually believe there's truth in the slogan, "being a Republican and being
in college is an oxymoron." There's
not. Instead, "liberal" here means
and not being
bound by conventional ideas. Too
often have I seen one-sidpolitical
arguments here.' Too often have I
seen competing ideas and beliefs shot
down by other Wooster students
simply because they don't look like
their own.
Recently I came across a poster
encouraging one to attend the Biden
rally with the words "because Palin's
daughter is a whore" scrawled across
the surface. To publicly slander
another human being is pathetic and
minority-hatin-

non-stereotypi-

cal

open-mindedn- ess

ed

shameful enough, but such a partisan, sexist attack meant to hurt the
minority competition was completely
inappropriate.
The perpetrator should
be
ashamed. This is college, and you are
an adult and the most intellectual
thing you can come up is to slander a
person you've never met? A conservative friend of mine was so offended, she ripped the poster fronvthe
wall, handed it to the student at the
front desk and said, "If the Obama
people come looking for their poster,
this is why it's not on the wall." And
she has every right to be offended on
multiple levels.
In

recent

a

e-m-

ail,

President

Cornwell offered the same hospitality shown to Biden to the McCain-Pali- n
campaign as well. And I hope
the College makes that offer
n.
I'm pleased to hear that
President Cormvell is open and welcoming to the minority ideology on
campus. In fact, 1 challenge, the
College to bring in a well known
conservative to offer an alternative
approach to the ones offered by
Biden and Kennedy before the election in November. I think discussion
of these competing ideologies is
important for the College to encourage, especially in an election year.
We are not truly a liberal arts campus unless we've had an equal opportunity to hear, discuss and debate a
different view.
well-know-

,

Brian Frederico is a regular contributor.
He can be reached for comment at
BFrederico09wooster.edu.

Russian presentation misrepresented
After reading Alex Cacioppo's
article on the Russian Department
lecture about the Caucasus in last
week's Voice, I felt obliged to clear up
some grave misunderstandings.
Cacioppo dismissed the presentation
as

one-side-

d,

pro-pagandi-

stic

and

nationalistic.
L

i

However, his article misrepresents
what was said in

.mAW

michelleort

t li

li.rtnra

anil

- .ignores

the legiti
mate arguments posed that Russia is
not entirely to blame in the recent
military conflict.
Cacioppo's ' article suggests that
the presentation obscured the facts of
the conflict while apologizing for and
trying to justify Russia's actions.
Professors Yuri Popov and Elena
Sokol, as they said at the beginning
of the presentation, felt that the
American media was presenting a
biased view of the topic; they wanted to present their particular knowledge of the other side so that we
could make informed judgments. '
Cacioppo implies in his article that
Professors
Popov
and
Sokol
approved of the wars in Chechnya. I
do not know how lie got this impression, since Popov said .very clearly
that the first Chechen war was a mistake and that separatist movements
in Chechnya were grounds for displeasure but not for violence. In no
way did he suggest that the
Chechens "deserved the good fortune
to see their capital city, Grozny,
smashed to bits," as Cacioppo said. It
is true that the presentation did not
include an exhaustive list of Putin's
crimes, but these issues are at best
tangential to the central conflict, and
the goal was to present information

j

that was not already widely known
through the western media.
Cacioppo also takes issue with
Russia's excessive use of force. After
dismissing the idea that Georgia's
initial aggression was excessive, he
quotes a media watchdog saying just
the opposite: that Georgian military
actions resulted in many civilian
deaths and refugees, as well as targeting Russian peacekeeping forces.
The watchdog goes on to say that the
Russian response may have been disproportionate, which Popov and
Sokol did not deny.
Rather, they deplored the double
standard that is regularly applied to
Russia in comparison with the
United States. Popov cited the
United States' actions in former
Yugoslavia, which consisted of an
intensive air war that targeted civilian infrastructure as well as military
units. Furthermore, much of the
ethnic violence attributed to Russia
in the western press was actually carried out by South Ossetians. Russian
soldiers are in large part unenthusi-asti- c
about the war, whereas, as
Popov mentioned, South Ossetians
have a reason for rage and a desire
for revenge after the surprise
Georgian attack. Russian forces
should, unquestionably, attempt to
prohibit atrocities by their allies, but
in such chaotic surroundings complete control is not always possible.
The lecture did not spout Russian
propaganda, as Cacioppo claims; it
simply gave an overview of relevant
historical context, going back to the
days of the Russian empire.
Popov related two particularly
important facts that have not been
mentioned by mainstream Western
media: first, that the Abkhazians and
the Ossetians are closely related to

ethnic

groups in the Russian
Caucasus and have never felt themselves to be part of any Georgian
state; and secondly, thaf violent
repression of separatists by the
Georgian government in the early
1990s resulted in declarations of
independence by the two regions.
These two facts lend considerably
more nuance to the situation and to
Russia's position. They do not have
to convince us that Vladimir Putin's
and Dmitri Medvedev's intentions in
the situation were entirely benign;
they should, however, give us reason
to stop and think about how the issue
is being portrayed to us, whether
there might be other explanations,
and especially, whether the perception of the issue by Russian citizens
may be different from ours and from
their government's.
The situation in the Caucasus is
messy and complex, and the lecture
made clear that none of the parties
involved can be exonerated from
blame in the most recent regional
conflict. It is, however, tempting to
unthinkingly believe the media's portrayal of the conflict
that Russia
is the scheming
while
Georgia is only an innocent victim.
In order to understand complicated conflicts that affect international
relations globally, it is essential not
to limit ourselves to one paradigm
that will only lead to further misunderstanding and escalation of tensions. Professors Popov and Sokol
were promoting a rational dialogue
and exchange of views; it is unfortunate that not everyone is ready to
really listen.
war-mong- er,

This is MichelU Ort's first viewpoint for the
She can reached for comment at

Voice.

MOrt09wooster.edu.
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The Wooster Inn hosts
Peter Gernsheimer
Viewpoints Editor
As is the case with many College of
Wooster students, Andy Tveekrem 's.ri
was a
beer studies
major. By the time Tveekrem graduated with a degree in history, he had
filready realized the potential of beer
on a semester abroad in Germany.
Upon returning to Wooster from
Europe, he was disappointed with the
American
offering of
lagers, which offered little flavor or
variety. In one word, America's beer
situation was "desperate."
Tveekrem decided to do something
er
about that: he became the new
at Dogfish Head, a microbrew-er- y
located in Milton, Del. that specializes in strong, aromatic and. innovative ales. Unlike most American
beers, Dogfish Head ales use large
quantities of hops and malt, giving
the beer a higher alcohol content and
more pungent flavor.
Tveekrem's products were on display for all the senses on Wednesday,
Sept. 17 at the Wooster Inn's beer dinner, where six Dogfish Head ales were
meal of com
paired with a
plementary foods.
The first beer presented was the 60- Minute I.P.A., or India pale ale. I.P.A.s
were originally brewed with higher
contents of hops and alcohol, which
were used as. preservatives, so the beer
would survive shipment from England
to British India. The formula evolved
when colonists demanded beers that
wouldn't come out of the cask spoiled
the long sea voyage. I.P.A.s have self-proclaime-
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tion of brown ale, both describe their
featured ingredients in the puns of
their names.
Punkin Ale is brewed with pumpkin
and spices that would be found in a
pumpkin pie and Raison D'Etre
includes raisins. Neither of these
beers tastes exactly like its namesake,
but the Punkin Ale has a spicy, baked
quality to it that hints at the pie and
the Raison D'Etre has a fruit flavor
that hints at a wine-lik- e
quality.
Finally, in Dogfish Head's series of
ancient ales, Midas Touch and
Theobroma were poured. Midas
Touch Golden Elixir is a combination
of beer, wine and mead, based on one
of the oldest known recipes for a fermented beverage. Each of the ingredients asserts itself, but the taste of the
white Muscat grapes especially stands
out, making it similar to a sweet white

j

j

j

If you are interested in writing for
International Insight, please contact Itai
manjiatInjanjinivooster.edu.

I'm sure you remember the Sunday
evening without power on campus.
f v r
Between harsh winds and falling
f
V
trees we all got caught
Laptops hegan to die; papers were put
on hold; many
r
r
freaked
people
out with a pile of
'
the
homework;
v.
library closed;
;
there were dead
phones, no fans,
1 mi V
aungmawmyolwin
no Internet, a
shortage of flash lights; the campus
simply shut down, But to some people's disappointment, classes did not
I.P.A.
Dogfish Head
(Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
table wine. .
'get canceled the next day despite stubecome one of the most popular
the
variety. But in order to
Theobroma, another ale based on an dents filling Kauke Arch with sticks,
micro-brewstyles, and they're maintain the presence of malt in the ancient brewing tradition, is made . branches and trees.
known for their bitterness, which flavor, larger amounts of barley are from cocoa nibs and powder, along
Funny enough, that night showed
used in the brewing of the
with honey and chilies. It has the how much I had changed since I got
conies from the hops.
has a strong hop version than the
The
sweetness of honey and the spice of here, how many things I had started
presence, but unlike with most I.P.A.s,
The resulting beer contains nine chili, but does not particularly taste ta take for granted, and how much I
the drinker can easily discern the percent alcohol, more than twice that like chocolate, distinguishing it from a had forgotten about home:-Yosee, in
malted component. Mixing the flavor of a regular higer. The taste is very chocolate stout, which also contains Burma, you never know when the
I:
y,
of bitter hops
with the sweeter
and slightly roasted due to the real cocoa. Neither of these rich, dispower will go off.
the
beer
added
brew
is
an
This
complexity,
barley.
a
is
little
on the tinctive beers probably meant to be
gives
Having power for 24 consecutive
making for a surprisingly balanced sweet side, making it ideal for those drunk in large quantities or loved by hours is a big treat in Burma. Even in
beer in a style that is mostly known for who like sweeter malt beers like stout, everyone. But for the occasional
the capital city, the power is out for
being hoppy.
brown ale or dark lager.
unique sip, each is worth trying.
about a half of each day. Rich houseThe "big brother" of the
Dogfish Head's motto is'
holds use generators but those famiis the
I.P.A. The minutes in
ales for
people," and
For more information about
lies comprise only 10 percent or less
the name stand for the amount of time, sure enough, Tveekrem featured two
and Dogfish Head microbrew-er- y, of the .population.
hops are thrown into the beer as it beers at the dinner with quirky, unique
please consult the Full '06 issue of
Due to the failing economy and
er
cooks, so it's no surprise that the
ingredients. Punkin Ale and Raison Wooster Magazine, or visit
sky-higas prices, even that small
Minute has a greater hops profile than D'Etre, two beers based on a founda
group cannot afford to run generators full time. For poor families; candles are the only option. .
The fact of the matter is, life has to
Oren Riback
go on in Burma, with or without elec1
tricity. You cannot be a student unless
Voice Staff
you can read in candlelight. Writing
The Wooster Volunteer Network
papers sometimes requires literally
social action
(WVN) and
writing on a paper. As a result, aca- -'
group Circle K have each recently
demic progress is slow.
introduced a service opportunity that
On another front, Internet access,
has already become popular.
even when we have power, is very
"Gn'l'Wednesday,-St'pt.,'-2- tl
WVN
limited arid,
are the least tft'H
offered rides to the Wayne County
cient way to communicate. Therefore,
Humane Society every 15 minutes
technology advancements have little
between 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. This may
effect on the lives of students, and
event
turn out to have been a one-tieveryone else for that matter.
for the WVN. However, enough stuIn another aspect of life, dishwashdents hoped to repeat the project that
ers and laundry machines only waste
many signed a petition asking the
space in your house. Ovens and elecWVN to make trips to the Humane
tric burners are unreliable. Brooms
Society a regular service. "I want to go Wayne County Humane Society (left);
are handier than vacuums. Overall,
student plays with puppy (Photos by Danielle Haas).
eery day. They should do it more
the standard of living is low.
Merriman '09 reported that she really Thursday- - afternoons.
often," Larissa Kortis '09 said.
I believe I have made my point: life
tion to tutoring.
Once there, students participated in enjoyed doing the service project. She
In addition, Circle K connects voin general is different than it is here.
community service in a variety of added, "The people at the Humane lunteers with local Lincolnway
Fur more information about Circle K It was one of the things that I hated
ways. They raked leaves and did other
Society were so gracious for the help." Elementary School to provide tutorand their service projects, please
while growing up in a third-wor- ld
Circle K has become involved with ing services on Mondays and Marianne Sierocinski at msierocins- yardwork for the animals' areas. There
country. Since coming to the States, I
were enough volunteers so that all of the Wayne County Humane Society as Wednesdays. Circle K also offers rides kit I ('(iiwooster.edu. For more information
seem to have forgotten this harsh
well. They are providing rides for colthe dogs were walked at least once.
to Alice Noble Ice Arena on about the II hosier I'olunteer Nehvork and feeling and have gradually begun takSome students also played fetch and lege students to work with the shelWednesday afternoons, so participants
how to get involved, please visit ing everything for granted.
other games with the animals. Lauren ter's animals on Monday and can ice skate with the children in addi- - www. wooster.edulll 'N.
That Sunday night was a reminder
that I should never forget the past.
Coming from such a situation made
me appreciate what I have here in
birthday cake.
explained that in Ghanan culture, one Wooster. I have been fortunate. So
Several students told stories of perof a person's three names indicated have you. Many of us do not realize
sonal and family traditions, including
the day of week on w hich' he or she that billions of our counterparts
surprise parties, fancy meals and se-ci- al was born. That day of the week is around the world would give up
cakes of their own. Others, particthen incorporated into a song that is everything for the life we have here.
ularly thcjse whose families are far sung on his or her .birthday.
Think about it.
away, enjoyed receiving phone calls
The song, she said, held a little more
from home on their birthdays.
significance for her. "My host mom Aung Maw Myo Lwin '10 is a
Other birthday traditions were perdidn't speak any English," she Mathematics and Economics double
haps less pleasant for the honoree, but explained. "But I could sing the birthmajor frotn Myanmar and the Vice
no less celebratory. Ijaz explained that
day song, so that's something we could
President of the International Student
each year on his birthday, "My friends
connect with."
Association.
kidnap me, put me in a sack, put me in
.the trunk of a car and throw a surprise party. It's not fk surp'rise anymore," he laughed, "because they've
been doing it for five years now."
Mohammad Saif Zaraar Ahmad '12
shared another tradition, one emerging out of the Jamaican schools he
attended. In Jamaica, friends try to
throw the ingredients of a cake
including flour, eggs and milk
on a
birthday honoree. "You make the cake
on them," one student explained.
But, Ahmad pointed out, "In
Jamaican .schools, if you throw flour,
eggs and milk on someone, you get
suspended." The challenge has now
become to carry out 'the tradition
without getting caught.
Other students shared their experiences from semesters abroad. Sarah
Students play with birthday balloons (top); Omer Ijaz '10,
Garcia '09, who spent a semester
Brittany Rancour '09 (bottom) (Photos by Sarah Hunt).
group Peace by Peace organized multiple
studying in Australia, described "fairy
highlight the ways in which birthday bread," a special treat customarily
tranquil activities for members of the College community to
Molly Lehman
served to girls on their birthdays. "It's
celebrations have managed to trancommemorate this year's International Day of Peace. In
Editor in Chief
scend many cultural, social and basically white bread, topped with
honor of the holiday, which took place on Sunday, Sept. 21 ,
butter and what we call sprinkles but
Gelukkige Verjaarsdag. Gratulerer national boundaries.
students gathered in Lowry Pit to make origami cranes
Feliz cumpleanos.
med dagen.
Over thirty students gathered in the they call 'hundreds and thousands,' cut
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. At 9:30 p.m., the group held a vigil
formal lounge of Andrews Hall on into triangles," she said. "And it's realJanamdin mubarak. In any language,
it's a happy birthday.
Monday, Sept. 22 to socialize and ly only made on birthdays."
at the Labyrinth next to Ebert Art Center. They lit candles,
Eva Hendrix-Shovli- n
share their own traditions, as well as
This week, International Program
'11 also
sang songs and made wishes
for peace (Photo by Andrew
'
shared an experience from her stay in
Omer Ijaz '10 and Brittany
sample one of the most popular
.
.
Collins).
.
.staples iii Western culture:
Ghana over the .summer.
Ram our '09 organized an ev ent to
She
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Nathan Comstock reviews theatre IS. show
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Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff
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Last Friday and Saturday, Tess Burgler '09 presented her Senior I.S. production,
entitled Original Shakespeare Theatre.
The idea was to use original practice methods to make a performance as close
as possible to how Shakespeare would have done it, while still being interesting
and enjoyable to both Shakespeare fans and
s.
As a casual fan of the bard,
I found the performance quite enjoyable, but I'm not sure whether or not it
'
appealed to
fans as well as it could have.
Rather than try and pull together an entire play in four weeks, Burgler decided
to present three scenes from some of Shakespeare's most famous plays
Hamlet,
Twelfth Night and Macbeth.
Before each performance, an actor playing a smaller role came forward to give
a brief synopsis of the beginning of the play, accompanied by Scott Cambell '09
on the lute. These little introductions were a wonderful way to draw the audience
quickly into each new world, and the music was incredibly helpful for creating the
non-fan-

non-Shakespe- are
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After enoueh time spent in Ohio,
there's a lot I tend to forget about
the way my life used to be lived, little intricacies of experiences past
that once stood as the defining
aspects of my existence.
I had a rusted
out '91
Buick Skylark
with a chalk
board
trunk,
which I used to
ask the cute lit
1

.

patrickhugheS tie

redhead

from English
class to the prom, a golden retriever
that would outrun a greyhound
'
V
atmosphere.
down at the field behind my house,
The outdoor space, the courtyard of Scheide Music Center, and the lavish cosand an affinity for growing my hair
-tumes also added to the feeling of going back in time. The actual scenes were well
out into a particular Ronald
acted for the most part, although several speeches seemed to go by almost too fast
McDonald type fashion for the sheer
to understand. The space, while beautiful, was also not the most acoustically
reason of being able to wear a headsound, which made a handful of lines a little hard to understand. But these were
band when I played volleyball.
relatively small problems, and didn't really interfere with my enjoyment of the
Above all, I used to love filling up ,
show. Several actors really stood out, delivering performances which felt both
my aforementioned Buick with a
genuine and very Shakespearean..
group of my friends, and travel
Megan Liber '09, Owen Reynolds '11 and Emeritus Professor of German
around Massachusetts to attend conRichard Figge all gave memorable performances, but the strongest scene, for me,
certs from the various bands that
was between Burgler and Nick Weiss '09 as Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. Weiss's
came out of my high school.
soliloquy was poised, believable and somehow managed to sidestep the melodraEven though the people that
ma which actors are often tempted to put in a scene of such intensity.
attended were mostly just kids from
"...
While Original Shakespeare Theatre was a good Shakespeare production, howmy town, you could always count on
ever, I can't help but feel it didn't do much to counter the biases which some peocrowd to be at each
a descent-size- d
ple bring about Shakespeare. The choices which made the atmosphere of the perone of these shows.
formance so charming might also have served to reinforce those who think of
While I've been often known to
.
v
I also question whether two comedies and
Shakespeare as stuffy and
about going to school in
complain
' ,
V
a tragedy might have been a better choice of selections to that end
they do tend
i
the middle of a cornfield, in all honto be a bit more accessible. If people did come to this show with strong biases,
esty I have no regrets about my deciPhotos courtesy Andrew LeVan. sion to venture into the Midwest for
however, I hope the solid performance delivered by the cast were enough to make
them think again.
college.
Forget about the fact that after I
graduate I am more likely to drive
around this state than ever set foot in
it again, but as of right now I am
is everything.
male and female a capella group on
Though this was amusing,
content. ..sort of.
Taryn Aubrecht
K9Advantix was the true crowd
Next came, the COW. Belles, the campus; this in itself sets them apart
While cars and headbands are nice,
A&E Editor
a capella group.
from the other groups.
pleaser as one member of the group second
what I truly miss most about home
Each group had a dress code but
Last Friday night to kick off famThis group opened with the theme
acted as the dog, with wagging tail
are the concerts. Although I may
black
a
all
the
with
all
weekend,
from the television show "The
campus
these girls wore a
of
and all.
ily
top
occasionally drive to Cleveland or
Monkees" and then proceeded to tell
capella groups performed in McGaw
The group was followed by' the Wooster plaid accessories.
Columbus to see a show, nothing can
a capella group on camTheir outfits were particularly the audience each group member's
Chapel. The four campus groups put
only
compare to the ease and frequency
appropriate, as the group sang a monkey name, a name bestowed on
on a dazzling performance for
pus , Merry Kuween of Skots.
there was in high school when I
them by the group.
Wooster students and their parents.
wanted to listen to a good live band.
giv"Stand by Me," another of the
These groups are student-le- d,
ears, as they, .
the
a
to
"Each
was
, This is not a knock to any of the
ing them vast freedom in what music'
"group's pieces, ' was an enormous
talented musicians that play on camcrowd pleaser.
they choose to focus on and perform.
beat
own
swayed to
pus from time to time, but it is no
After These Messages, one of two
All and all, the night was a gigansecret that The College of Wooster
a capella groups, was the
tic success with music ranging from
is not a Mecca for live student perfirst group to perform.
This men's ensemble delighted the. song they had written at Wooster commercial jingles to popular music
formances.
and the oldies.
about college love.
They sang some beautiful music, crowd with popular music, introducThat is why, this past Tuesday, I
but the highlight of their performAudience members were engaged,
ing each song with a witty comment
They opened with the statistic
was pleasantly surprised to discover
ance was their commercial break,
that 80 percent of Wooster gradubobbing their heads along with the
or funny anecdote. It was really the
that one of the more popular bands
which gives them their name, After
introductions which made this group
beat and clapping their hands when
ates marry another Wooster gradufrom my hometown, Grimis, decided
These Messages.
it was warranted.
particularly memorable, though the ate and directed the song toward
to make a stop on their
a particularly
This highlight set the crowd roarThe night ended with a tumult of
singing and vocal percussion were Grant H. Cornwell
tour, to play a small show at the coling with laughter with three adverhighly enjoyable.
appropriate addition to the night, as applause for all the a capella groups,
lege.
a manly
Most amusing of the introductisements about Coca-Col- a,
people always loves a song that they showing that, in an age of iPod, peoThe concert was held in the
can relate to.
tions was the one in which a member
ple still appreciate live music. It
soap and K9 Advantix.
cramped downstairs living room of
This was just one of their pieces,
seems that the first a capella perThe manly soap jingle started of the group gave his impression of
Stadium House, which had become
each song was a delight to the ears formance of the year left people sata velociraptor. Not only did this
with Scottish vocal percusion, but
filled with a crowd Of about thirty
isfied and waiting for more.
include a
screech but
as they swayed to the beat of their
was cut off by the soloist, who began
people who had been alerted to the
ranting with perfect accent about also details on how to act like a own music,
show. I reminisced with
te
A Round of Monkeys is the only
velociraptor, because clearly, posture
soap filled with glass.
the band as they setup their equipment, then took my seat on the well-wo- rn
aquamarine carpet, waiting for
the show to begin.
Within an instant my ears were
filled with the familiar chords and
lyrics of songs I'd known for quite
sometime, but never once imagined
Its pace keeps the material upbeat.
Gillian Daniels
Not everything in the world of hearing anywhere outside the conVoice Staff
fines of home.
"Suzy" is cheerful, however.
he and a
how
details
Millar
Even though I'd heard the songs
Young
In Martin Millar's "Suzy, Led
a
intimidate
friend
many times before, something about
Zeppelin, and Me," he writes, "I'm not
them seemed different that night.
Cherry.
geek,
going to say much about school.
verand
older
All of the notes and words were
the
the
Both
story
After all, you were at school. You
is
toward
her
sensitive
Millar
still the same, but the simple change
sion of
know what it's like."
troubles.
of scenery made everything I was
Teenage misery is universal. Even
The climax of the book begins hearing connect itself to my new
if your high school years were wonwith several chapters detailing Led home in an inexplicably wonderful
derful, some difficulty probably
Zeppelin's performance in Glasgow.
way, like being lost in a foreign coundogged your footsteps.
Different' events come to a head try and randomly stumbling across
Maybe it was unreciprocated love
shape Millar's youth and, in an old friend at a bar.
that
or the burden of not being popular.
After saying my good byes and
ways, his adulthood.
many
Millar hasn't forgotten what it's
thank-yofor such an excellent
Just as the concert grows tiresome
like to be an unhappy, teenager.
in its fantastic description, the curlive music, I left Stadium
of
night
He hopes you haven't, either. He
tain is drawn, and the drama of the House and began to walk home to
speaks intelligently and personably to
take on the mound of paperwork and
story comes to a surprising close.
his audience about his teenage crush,
created a gem of a deadlines that were awaiting me
has
Millar
Suzy, and his first favorite band.
novel.
there.
Guess which one.
does not patronize its teenage
It was well past eleven when the
It
At its core, Millar's most recent
show got out, and I had still yet to
for being teenagers. Adult
characters
book is a sincere tribute to Led
paper that was
Millar does not look down on youthstart my seven-pag- e
Zeppelin, their songs and rock god
and
ful
. openly
day.
due
the
lust,
laziness
next
Illustration by Trip Roberts.
fame in 1972.
Albeit this was not the. first time I
indulging in similar vices as he goes
The author's younger self eagerly
middle
had
age.
through
put myself in this caustic situawho
He isn't the cool guy jock
Millar's preferred tactic is to tell
awaits the legendary band's arrival in
I simply wasn't all that cona
fan
of
memoirs.
Then
tion,
I'm
not
big
doesn't deserve "the girl."
her stories of when Led Zeppelin
his hometown of Glasgow, Scotland.
laid-baMe"
and
Led
cerned
about it as I had been in the
Zeppelin,
"Suzy,
Instead, Zed is a
young again,
Humor and teenage lust are all part improbably decided to play Glasgow.
a
memoir.
deciisn't
exactly
past.
man who makes several bad
The memoir is framed with mod,
of the atmosphere.
into fanforays
On the walk back, instead of
sporadic
are
There
sions.
Millar's
and
Manx's
The book flashes forward to his ern anecdotes of
The novel is an engaging journey tasy, including an imaginary zeppelin thinking about the toils that lay
adulthood.Millar appears happier. He misadventures.
before, I merely smiled and thought
home to Jimi Hendrix and Janis
'
Millar's younger self is often trou- - into the early seventies.
still has his share of problems.
about cute little redheads from
Hippie culture, which has just Joplin. Apparently, they also wanted
Like his younger self, he is all too bled. His crush, the beautiful and
in '72.
watch
that
the
night
concert
English class, and the utter beauty of
to
and
is
disruptive
reached
Glasgow,
happy to find escapism through unreachable Suzy, is involved with
I wish
book
is
Ronald MeDonald,jn a headband.
of
the
sort
This
like
Led
much
fun,
Zeppelin.
the most popular guy in their school,
entertainment.
New York Times
would
The
for
top
the
while
nostalgic
Millar,
past,
Instead of Led Zeppelin, however, Zed.
bestseller list. It's moving and funny,
Zed's name is no doubt a further refuses to dote on it for too long.
he finds solace in "Buffy" reruns and
Patrick Hughes is an A&E Editor at
but most of all it's about being
Me"
has
and
Led
Zeppelin,
."Suzy,
'
tribute to the glory of the aforemenin cheering up his depressed friend,
Voice. He can be reached for comtht
chapters that are short and sharp. young, foolish, and in love with one of
tioned metal band.
Manx.
ment
at PHughes09ivooster.edu.
20th
Unlike many teenage movies, Zed The book goes by enjoyably and the mos popular bands of the
Manx, the audience is informed, is
century.
quickly
t
is never Millar's enemy.
not easily rheered up.
.
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A capella groups kick off Family Weekend
all-fem-

all-m-
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song
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delight
of their

music"
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last-minu-

"Suzy, Led Zeppelin, and Me" a good read
Memoir features hippies, Scotland and '70s rock
.
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The

talks to GLCAwinning poet Ander Monson
p
Poet talks about growing up, writing, mythology and
Voice

hip-ho-

In "Other Electricities" you include a section titled "True
Truths and Lies About The Author", which is think is hilarious
in a really Bob Dylan, sarcastic,
kind of

Dan Casto
Voice Staff

stick-it-to-the-pr-

Artists, no matter how creative they may be, must derive inspiration from somewhere, and as art is at its most basic form about communication, the transference of ideas from one. person to another,
these creative mines can generally be found within relationships.
Ander Monson is a poet and author from Michigan, visiting
our campus as part of a tour promoting his new book, "Neck
Deep and Other Predicaments". His writing js, in many
instances, sardonic, bleakly hilarious, sad and most often
extremely honest, as is he. After all, how many professional
intellectuals admit to getting drunk in mine shafts? I sat down
with Monson to get a better understanding of what he was like.

.

ess

way.
Yea, I think with first books people equate the author's life with
the narrative, and I even show up in the book, so I think its natural, people want more truth in their fiction now.

non-fictio- n.

So in a little lighter vein, you mention music often in your
poetry, particularly in "Vacationland", where you talk about
how much Journey kind of sucks. What's good for you?
Music? I'm really voracious with a lot of music. Girl Talk is
particularly interesting because he's really a collage artist. Hip-Ho- p
doesn't really do it for rnc.My album of the' year is M83's
Saturdays Equal Youth.'. It sounds exactly like what I used to listen to, but it's this 25 year old French D.I kind of guy. It's amazLife
ingly loving towards the whole scene. Really
is dramatic at 17, and he's celebrating that! don't like, if its
something someone gave to me, I can kind of stand it, which is
sort o resulted in the dissolution of my dislikes of music. Am
I defined by the things I hate? I mean I think I am, but its really freaky. Journey stands up. I read the poem at college, and
almost inevitably in every crowd, Journey is someone's favorite.

So I could tell you were from Michigan without reading
your bio. Can you talk about where you're from?
There is a real sense of isolation. Which I'm sure was attractive to my parents, but at the time I felt really cut off and
extremely isolated, especially during the winter...It was a tough
place to grow up. At the same time it wasn't totally devoid of
culture. You could do a lot worse. We didn't realize at the time
but a lot of our friends were professors' kids, most of whom
have left.

self-indulge-

.

f

.

I'm ambivalent about it; but in a lot of my work its figured, as
a really menacing place. Which is partially mythology. A lot of
the work that I do is exaggerated or mythologized for effect, you
know, the place is the place; but the place is an extreme version

of the

Is that good or bad?
Neither. It's the way things are. People want more truth in
everything. We want more reality in our fiction in our poetry, in
But it's because we no longer
our TV And certainly in
as a culture trust story. We want it, we want satisfying narrative,
but we also want it to be true to life stories, which is dumb, because
life doesn't conform to narrative expectation. You need to com
press it. And that's the trutli and lies.

..

Right, so back to you. There's probably something you're
promoting something, right?
.

place...

Yea, it's called, "Neck Deep and Other

Predicaments".
writer. They want you to represent something sometimes, so I'll be reading essays from my
new book.. .they're unusual essays.. .The essay gets a bad rap especially in colleges because that's what you have to write, and as a
result it's not thought of as a vehicle of very much fun. The
book has had success because of that, because I'm doing things
that people aren't in the form. There's one in the form of a math
proof, there's an essay about 4 car washes, and one about snow
and mines and so on... I don't think of fjny writing as autobiographical, nor do I think it's a good thing to write autobiograph-icall- y.
Even though I'm writing about car .washes I'm writing
alMHit myself, and I'm self conscious about the whole idea.
Officially I'm here as a

There is suffering, especially driving though Detroit. It's a
beautiful and amazing place to be. Its almost
You can be hiking and stumble upon an open mine shaft.
Probably go in and probably get drunk. I've got a couple poems
about that.
post-apocalypc-

tic.

So how do you think, specifically your writing is different
because of that environment, that isolation?
There's a great quote that Auden says of Yeats "Mad Ireland
you into poetry." It's something I think about. In some
ways you are hurt into writing, with me I'm not as sure. I think
it's the Dlace in a lot of wavs. Whpn I trrpw nn I had no tpnw
that there was a literature of Michigan until i moved to the Above, Ander Monson gives a
Hall (PhotO by Dylan TakoreS).
south where literature was really localized.

hurt

poetry reading in Kauke

nt.

non-ficti- on

"Neck Deep and Other Predicaments"
by Ander Monson received
the 2008 Great Lakes Colleges Association New Writers Award for
Creative
Non-Fictio- n.

Okkervil River doesn't flow well Celebrity philanthropists
A&E Editor
'

Here's something fun to try: stick
' your hand into a bag of jellybeans
and blindly shove into your mouth
"whatever multi-colorspices you
grasp.
With all likelihood, the resulting
flavor will be something that is best
;

ed

t

i

i
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licorice-coate-
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insult to your

taste buds.
Separately, the
flavors all taste
just fine, but
mixed
patrickhughes when
together some
thing so dis- is
vile
created
gustingly
that not
even a starving dog would eat it.
Upon listening to the latest
release from Texas-base- d
indie
rockers Okkervil River. "The
Stand Ins," it is quite apparent that
;the ghastly outcome that may occur
when several seemingly tasty components are mixed together that have
absolutely no place being combined.
Individually, the pieces that make
up Okkervil River are all worthy of
some acclaim.
Lead singer Will Sheff 's vocals are
reminiscent of the voices of
singers Lou Reed of the
,

well-kno-

wn

Okkervil River makes on "The Stand
Ins," aside from the monstrosities
that are the album's three purely
instrumental tracks, is the wanton
addition of unneeded instruments on
tracks that w ould sound supremely!
superior if left in their minimalist '
form, hut resulting' in a disjointed
jumble of horns and percussion !'
when added to the final copy.
This can be vividly heard on the
track "Calling and Not Calling My j'
Ex" as an overdosing organ
tambourine take away
from the song's simplistic but elfec- tive bass line.
Although, it is apparent that the
members of Okkervil River possess a
world of talent, what is produced on
"The Stand Ins" reaffirms the
fact that sometimes there is such
a tiling as too much of a good
tiling.
If after reading this review
you are still inclined to go out
and purchase "The Stand Ins", than I
can only recommend that before
doing so, jam as many flavors of jelly
beans you can into your mouth, and
let the putrid taste overwhelm your
senses.
Once you have done this, think
again about what you are prepared to
spend your money on, and if you are
truly willing to pay for a violation to
your eardrums.
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appetizers, 6 and 1 p.m.
$2 off margaritas and $2 PBR
Open Mic Night 8:30-11:3- 0
p.m.

12-pri- ce

3--

Buy 2 packages of
FRESH-MAD- E

mm

i

Thursday

burger with fries $4.99
$2 off all martinis

ef

TP- -

'

9-1-

M

(111

and get the 3rd package
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Wednesday
99-ce- nt

Nearly 12 off all wings
14ox. Bud Light drafts

Friday
Honey-Hickor- y
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i

great sandwich works
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the band is able to call upon the
country roots they were granted by
being born as native Texans.
"Singer Songwriter" is by far the
album's most effective track, with
Sheff's lyrics telling the cynical tale
of a wealthy woman in love with a
musician, and the sound of a resonator casually reverberating the
story in the ears of the listener.

This past Tuesday, John Mayer
'
; for die Susan and ' Tony
Bennett's Exploring the Arts Gala, a
fundraiser to build and expand New
York City school music programs.
thetical and marginal lives of the
Joining Mayer at this event was
"characters" from
actress and Hollywood Squares legend,
Whoopi Goldberg, who hosted the
missiebender The mils.
r
Sometimes, it event. Jennifer Lopez raised $127,000
is hard to take entertainment news
for the Pediatric Cancer Research
seriously.
Program at the Children's Hospital in
Los Angeles by completing, the Nautica
Magazines and blogs are filled with
sleazy secrets about the lives of these
Malibu Triathlon, an event sponsored
humans who entertain us. Few
by Toyota.
Matthew McConaughey,
and far between are the commendable
Andy Baldwin ("The Bachelor"),
efforts given by celebrities; it isn't puzHuffman
Felicity
("Desperate
zling as to why the "good" news hides
Housewives"), Scott Foley ("The Unit")
behind the tragic and trashy.
and Monique Coleman ("High School
This week, however, certain celebriMusical") as well as several other
ties have set a new standard in terms of celebrities, helped out by completing
the coverage they are getting.
the half-mi- le
swim,
bike ride
I liding behind all the trashy romance
and four mile run. Baldwin won- the
news, there, are some interesting and
triathlon (for the celebrity division).
commendable efforts. Director and
So I guess celebrities are doing what
actor Tyler Perry donated heaps of they should be doing: giving back.
food to Hosea Feed the Hungry'
It is no secret to the American public
(enough to feed 1,(XX) families!) and
that they are rich, so thank you for
Steven Spielberg (along with his wife,
spreading the wealth, we sure as hell
Kate Capshaw) donated $100,000 in
need itsupport of gay marriage for the state of
California. Spielberg isn't alone in
Missie Bender is the Editor-in-Chiof
donating against California ballot the Voice. She can be reached for comment
Proposition 8 (a projxisition that will at SBenderO)wooster.edu
,

j

and'-obnoxio-

.

eliminate the right of single sex marriage), Brad Pitt matched Spielbergs
generous donation. (Ellen Degeneres,
however, lias yet to give a enny.)

the Spears family,
Lindsay Lohan's
new
girlfriend
and the paren-

'

ft.

-

Regarding celebrities, bad publicity
usually trumps the good.
Entertainment news is plastered with
articles regarding the bad parenting of

!

i

i

.

Velvet Underground, and Ted Leo of
Ted Leo and the Pharmacists.
Although strong on their own, the
constant changes in Shelf's tonal levels take away from the
ly sweet bass sounds, which the lead
singer is able to put forth on tracks
such as the fast paced "Lost
Coastlines;" and the depressingly
somber Blue Tulip.
The instrumental backings on
"The Stand Ins" fall prey to the same
lack of consistency as Shelf's vocals.
The album is plagued by three
short, droningly hallucinogenic,
instrumental tracks, which have
absolutely no connection to any of
the other songs on the album.
The instrumentals work best when

1

Patrick Hughes

with your Advantage

Bacon cheeseburger $5

Saturday
College ID Night! Show your ID and
get 25 off your meal.

Open

Monday-Thursda-

y

3 to 11 p.m., Friday and Saturday 3 to midnight

359 JK Liberty St., Wooster
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start, the men 's soccer team puts together a

three-gam-

win

e

streak, but ends up losing to Case Western over the weekend.

Patrick Hughes
A&E Editor
According to the physics principle
known popularly as the chaos theory,
out' of chaos comes form. While this
idea may still only exist as theory, if
a skeptical physicist were to follow
the Wooster men's soccer season
they would undoubtedly be more
inclined to subscribe to this belief.
It has been an
year
for the veteran-stocke- d
Scots, who
started the season -1
and entered
this past week's competitions looking
for their first winning streak of the
year following last Saturday's late
game victory over visiting John
Carroll University.
To do this the -1
Scots would
first have to overcome their homesickness and defeat the Fighting
Muskies at Muskingum College.
Wooster started out strong against
the Muskies, with the team's first
goal coming a mere 20 minutes into
the opening half. Off an assist from
Scott Buckwald '10, forward Brian
, Holmes '11 found the back of the net
for his second goal of the year. The
goal by Holmes would prove to be
the only offensive production for
either team in the first half of the
match.
Due to a strong defensive effort by
the Scots, Muskingum was held
scoreless until the 61st minute of
play when Muskies' midfielder Ian
Stipes booted in the first and only
goal for the host team.
,
in overtime
The Scots are -1
this season and wanted to avoid yet
another extra period. Wooster was
able to manufacture a winning goal
with only 1 1 minutes left in regulation, off a rare double assist follow- -

1- -0,

ce

wn

1-

0-2-

2-3-

r&hJ

Davis Bates '10 and the veteran-lade- n
men's soccer team has
been plagued by inconsistency all season, but seem on the right
win streak (Photo courtesy OPI).
track after a thiee-gam- e

"

.

ing quick passes from Buckwald and
senior defender Aaron Oster-Be- al
to
junior midfielder Karl Ruter for his
impressive team leading 1th. point
of, the season.
Using the momentum of their
Scots
winning streak, the

.

0-1-

1

3-3-

-1

returned home on Saturday for their
first conference game against the
Little Giants of Wabash College. As
has been the case lor most of the sea- son, Wooster's defense was the doni- inant force in the first half of play as
both teams were held to a scoreless
--
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Tech at Nebraska (A, P)
NFL Games
'
Sunday, Sep. 88
(A) Minnesota at Tenn. (J, S, P)
(All) Denver at Kansas City
San Fran, at N O. (All)
(J, P) Arizona at N.Y. Jets (A, S)
(A, S, P) G. Bay at Tampa Bay (J)
(A, S) Atlanta at Carolina (J, P)
(A, S, P)
(J) Houston at
(All) Cleveland at Cincinnati
(All) San Diego at Oakland
(AU) Buffalo at St. Louis
at Dallas (AU)
(All) Philadelphia at Chicago
Monday, Sep. 29
Baltimore at Pittsburgh (All)

(J, S)

Va.
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up-and-do-

Don't have a clue who' going to
win the big game? Every week,
sports nut Sara Brown, Patrick
Hughes, Andrew Vogel and Johann
Weber will pick the week's biggest
football games, both college and
pro. Some will be on the mark, other probably not so much. Well
track their progress every week
with season standings.
Last Week
1
Patrick
Johann 16-Andrew 15-'
Sara MS
Season Standings
1
Patrick
Johann 3
Sara
4
Andrew
P Patrick, S Sara, A Andrew
J Johann, AH Everyone
NCAA Games
Thursday, Sept. 5
USC at Oregon St.
(All)
Saturday, Sept. 27
Maryland at 20 Clem. (All)
Arkansas at 7 Texas (AU)
(AU)9 Wisconsin at Mich.
5 Auburn (J, A, P)
(S)Tenn. at
(A, P) 25 Fres. St. at UCLA (J, S)
(All) Colorado at FSU
24 TCU at 2 Oklahoma (AU)
(P) 8 Bama at 3 Geo. (J, A, S)

tie following the first half of play.
Shortly into the second .half, the
Scots' offense came out of their initial lull, as Buckwald was able to connect off a Ruter assist for his fourth
goal of the season. With Wooster
Taylor
goalkeeper
leading
Takacs '12 proved to be an
for the rest of the game,
recording a total of seven saves, and
the first shutout of his young career.
With a three-gam- e
winning streak
record in
under their belts, and a
conference play, the Scot's entered
this past Tuesday's game feeling confident they could upset regional powerhouse Case Western. Reserve
University. However, the visiting
Spartans proved their was a valid
reason their team is currently ranked
ninth in the Great Lakes Div. Ill poll.
Wooster started out well, with
Erik Beuck '12 scoring his first
career goal in the 42nd minute of
play, to give the host Scots a
advantage at the end of the first half.
Spartans senior forward R.J. French
tied the game in the second half following a penalty kick from a handball, and despite several close shots,
Wooster was held scoreless to send
the game into overtime.
In overtime, the Scots were again
unable to come up with the win.
Case's overpowering offensive attack
proved to be too much for the Scots
in the extra period, as Spartans' first-ye- ar
midfielder Vinny Bell kicked in
the deciding goal, thus bringing
win streak to
Wooster's three-gam- e
an end.
Despite the loss to Case, the season
has taken a positive turn after a
three-gam- e
win streak. The Scots
will play their second conference
game tomorrow at Kenyon College.
impene-trableibr-
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Men's soccer team pulls off bis win streak
After
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Sara Brown
Andrew Vogel
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Volleyball team: exciting home thriller

Welcome back Scots- victory. After starting 4 last season, the team will more than happily
down Beall Avenue in kilts, the camtake a 0 start.
bustled
with parents during
The way the team's defense has
pus
Family Weekend
played so far, this team should get
back to challenging conference powand the weather
finally got pleasers Wittenberg and Wabash College.
While this year's team defensive
antly cool.
Most
imporfront isn't as experienced as last
tantly, though, the year's, the team more than makes up
football team put for it in speed and athleticism.
andrewvogel
The team has forced 1 1 turnovers
on a fine and
in its first two games. The team has
impressive performance.
One of the things that makes allowed a total of eight points in two
Wooster different is that, even for a games, and has yet to allow its first
small liberal arts school, the campus touchdown. Had it not been for a
has a good amount of school spirit. fluky special team's play that allowed
the Bishops to return a two-poi- nt
While no one will confuse this campus for Columbus, students show up conversion to the other end zone, the
team would have shut out Ohio
for sporting events and actually seem
athletic
Wesleyan Saturday.
the
program.
about
care
to
academicallThe team's defense will keep it in
small,
the
at
norm
This isn't
stuask
y-driven
schools
every game this season and give the
just
Scots a chance to win every time out.
or
dents at either Earlham College
It will be up to the Scot offense to
Oberlin College.
The football team typifies this come up with enough big plays to put
spirit. Few Div. Ill programs have points on the board.
Quarterback Austin Holter '10
the traditions that the Scots do, from
probably poses a bigger threat as a
the marching band and team down-thhill before games to the pipers scrambler rather than a passer now,
playing after games. The team has but has improved by leaps and
enjoyed its winningest stretch in 80 bounds since he began the season as
years since Mike Schmitz arrived as the starter in 2007. I loiter keyed the
head coach. During Schmitz's tenure, team's two late wins last year, and
record, will again be a difference maker this
the team has posted a 1
season for the team,
Simply put, the success and tradition
If Holter continues his steady
that pervades John P. Papp Stadium
on Saturday afternoons in the fall is improvement, the team could well
one of the reasons why Wooster is a sneak up and snatch the conference
title from Wabash and Wittenberg.
unique school.
How much Holter improves will
the
while
Last season, though,
be the difference between
probably
success
tradition,
teamliad the same
for the title and finishing
challenging
graduAfter
by.
was harder to come
'
place. Holter did a
third
fourth
or
in
atin'g a large senior class the previ
fine
of
job against Waynesburg, but
ous season, the team stumbled out
three turnovers against
committed
the gate, losing its first four
58-7
loss Ohio Wesleyan.
including an embarrassing
The Scots have consistently won
Wittenberg University.
to. arch-riv- al
While the team did manage to with talented running backs, most
Tony
rebound and win the final two games notably with
of the season convincingly, it was Sutton '05, who led the Scots to a
hardly reason for celebration. The conference title in 2004. The team
how has two talented backs in veterteam, posted a 6 record, its worst
hardly cause an Dustin Sheppard '09 and newcomrecord in seven years
er Dajuan Bush '12. Sheppard is
for celebration.
more of a bruiser, while Bush runs
As evidenced by the team's first
two inerformances. the team has around defenders. The two comple- buried any memories from last sea- - ment each other well.
After having a down year last sea
son. To start the season off, the team
with a couple more wins this
son,
Waynesburg
road
to
went on the
is
27-the
everything will hopefully feel
6.
year,
This
College and won
seconnormal.
had
38
hung
same program that
d-half
points on the Scots en route
to a 45-3- 5 victory last year. This past Andrew Vogel is a Sports Editor for the
Saturday, the Scots' defense was mas- - Voice, lie can be reached for comment at
terful and t jie team grinded out a 20- - A I ogel I Mo nwster.nlu.
It finally felt like fall in Wooster

2

the bonding of the team
into.. a. I.
cohesive unit. "I think we're
finally getting used to each
other on the court and
we're learning what we
need to improve on to be
the best," said Beal.
It isn't just the upper- classmen who are close.
"The freshman class is very
close. It definitly helps that
there are six of us; we stick
together a lot," said
This
Meredith Kiefeiv-'icloseness may make the dif
ference between a hard-foug- ht
end of this season
and beginning of next, or a
team ready to
continue one year to year.
"I think with every game
and even every practice we
get to krfow each other better, and since volleyball is
such a team sport, knowing
and understanding your
teammates is a key to being
successful," said Margaret
Raabe'12.
match
In
Tuesday's
against Allegheny, the team
pulled out a close win
against Allegheny College,
bringing the team's record
The team came from
to
behind, winning the last two
games to win a

together,-coalescin-

0--

last Saturday. The band marched

2--
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The volleyball team had plenty to celebrate about after Tuesday's
.......
,..,.- . --. n-l.. ru-nu.i. by
Dahl).
Elena
(Photo
exciting win over Allegheny College
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- n.

against a tough con,lwtitor. we werb
a rea)ly tired We ost the fim game
t0 D(.fiance but after tiat we finaiiy
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The volleyball team entered confer- ence play last weekend, with a tri- against Hiram College and
opponent Defiance.
Hiram proved a challenging oppo5,
nent, 'taking the first game
with Wooster returning with two
before falling in
wins (26-2the final two (21-2Despite the close and disappointing
loss, Wooster rallied for their second
opponent of the night, and held on
through four sets to take the win from

stepped up and started playing our
game even though we were all physi-tnatcally and mentally exhausted," said
Lizzie Beal '12.
KateLynn Riley '10 and Megan
Earle '09 led the way against Hiram,
with Riley tallying 20 kills and Earle
14. In addition, Beal picked up 54
assists and 10 digs, while All Drushal
'09 furthered her Wooster record with
37 digs. Earle also earned 21 assists
and Sarah Hawke '12 earned seven
kills, two block solos along with a
25-2block assist.
2,
Defiance (19-2- 5,
In the second match Abbie Casey
bringing the Scots' overall record to
'09 stepped up in a big way, with a seasoand 1 in the NCAC.
five-ga18 kills, followed by Riley
match n-high
The exhausting
with 12 and Earle w ith 1 1. Beal assistagainst Hiram presented Wooster
with a challenge going into their ed on 50 occasions in the match, while
match with Defiance, but they showed Drushal led digs with 31; Earle tallied
their stamina in the last three sets, 25 and Abby Jensen '11 added 10.
These strong performances are not
turning around Defiance's first set

non-conferen-
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win and putting up strong numiHTs
and good teamwork.
"""'After playing a live game match
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r
iviucn oi
tne wnoie picture, nowever. W....I.
what has brought Wooster out of
n
struggle has leen
their
.
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me
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final score of

16-2-

5,

25-1-

a

7,

and
The game not only featured a great
team accomplishment, but it also featured an individual accomplishment
as well. Drushal posted a season-hig- h
45 digs, giving her 388 on the season.
More importantly, though, .Drushal
set the conference record for
digs with 2,697. The previous leader
was Wittenberg University's Emilie
Schinid, who managed a career total
of 2,690. Next up for the Scots is a series of
conference matchups. The first came
against Allegheny, against Earlham
on Sept. 27
College and a
against rival Wittenberg University
and Mt. Union.
The team knows that victory will
require great effort and adaptation.
However, the team feels it has both of
these qualities, as well as a little more
in order to be successful.
"I want to be the best and I think
we have a real shot at competing at a
high level in our conference if we
I
...
i
come prepareu 10 cai I.ii inuicii miu are
willing to play each point to tlie best
of our ability," said Beal.
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Defense suffocates Ohio Wesleyan in
it

fourth quarter.
The defense, though, was stellar in
the home' opener ct John P. Papp
Stadium in front of a packed crowd
during Family Weekend. One of the
biggest plays on the day came midway through the fourth quarter when

.

defensive tackle Pat Byrne '09 chased
after Bishop quarterback and forced a
fumble. Defensive tackle Brian Swan
'10 alertly picked up the fumble, giving the Scots the ball at the Ohio
rd
line.
Wesleyan
Holding a 0 lead, running back
Dustin Sheppard '09 broke through
touchdown run, giving
for a
the Scots a 13-- 0 lead. However, on
the ensuing extra point attempt the
kick from Dan Grangaard '09 was
blocked and picked up by Ohio
Wesleyan's Rylan Mitter-Burk- e.
Mittler-Burran the ball back the
converother way for a two-poi- nt
sion, making it an
game
with less than seven minutes left in
the game.
However, the special team's play
would be the only points given up by
the Scots on the day. For the second
series in a row, the Scot defense came
. up with another big play. This time,
outside linebacker Matt DeGrand '10
came up with a fumble recovery, giving the Scots the ball at the Bishops'
rd
line.
On the next drive, in stepped running back Dajuan Bush '12. The
first-ye- ar
made the most of his collegiate career, ripping off more
moves than the cheerlead-in- g
team. Bush showed some "shake
and bake" dancing skills for a
gain. Bush then pulled off a
rd
SportsCenter-lik- e
run and
topped it off by jumping into the end
zone on a
gain for his first
touchdown
Bush's
touchdown.
career
22-ya-

7--

10-ya- rd
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Matt DeGrand '10 makes a strong defensive tackle for the Fighting Scots in Saturday's victory
over Ohio Wesleyan on Family Weekend (Photo by Sateesh Venkatesh).
put the team on the board early. On
the team's second possession, the

the defense did not allow a
touchdown. The defense forced six
turnovers, giving them 11 on the
season after forcing five against
Waynesburg University in the season opener.
The Scot offense, however, was
plagued by turnover problems of its
own. Quarterback Austin Holter '10
threw three interceptions, and an
additional Scot fumble gave the Scots
four giveaways on the day.
Despite struggling to hold on to
the ball at times, the offense helped
row,

Andrew Vogel
Sports Editor
In terms of style points, it wasn't
the Scots' prettiest win. However,
thanks to another dominant effort by
the defense, the football team
improved to 0 with a 20-- 2 win this
past Saturday over Ohio Wesleyan
University.
The win gave the Scots their first
conference win in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (2-- 0 overall,
NCAC). For the second game in a
2--

1-

-0

team was given good field position
line. The Scots
near the
marched down the field (ot a rd
drive that took five plays. Holter first
connected with Jordan Ferns '09 for
17 yards, who had his first catch of
the season after missing the opener
against Waynesburg. Three plays
later, Holter connected with hometown receiver Mike Redick '10 for an
1
score. It was the game's only
score until midway through the
50-ya- rd

59-ya-

8-y-

Women's soccer team
improves record to 1
,

1- -0.

A

'

V--

--

14-y- ard

25-ya-

for the Scots.
With the bruising Sheppard and
the speedy Bush, the Scots could
have very dangerous ground attack
this season.

While the Scots did not put the
game away until the fourth quarter,
the team could have put the game
away in the first quarter. The Scots
field goal on their
missed a
in
the first quarter,
Later
drive,
first
Holter threw an
drive,
a
on
Ohio Wesleyan
in
the
interception
end zone.
Ohio Wesleyan also left points of
their own on the board. In the second
quarter, the Bishops drive 74 yards
line, but promptto the Scots
ly fumbled the ball. Linebacker Eric
Keyes '11 recovered the fumble. It
was the closest the Bishops came to a
touchdown during the entire game.
Sheppard, the standout running
back, finished with 85 yards on 18
carries, and Holter added 58 yards.
Holter also added 172 yards throflgh
'.
the air.
For the second consecutive game,
the defense stole the show. The
defense allowed only 197 total yards
and forced six turnovers. Last week,
the team put on a similarly impressive show, allowing only 252 total
yards and forcing five interceptions.
This coming week, the team prepares for a big night game at 7 p.m.
37-ya- rd

92-ya- rd

1--
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2-y- ard

University

in

Granville, Ohio.

7--

of the
They say that two-thirearth's surface is covered by water.
With her second hat trick in as many
games, word is getting around that the
other third is ''covered by Amanda
Artman'10.
For the second game in a row, the
offense of the Scots' field hockey team
exploded. For the second consecutive
time, Artman was at the forefront of
the eruption.
This past Saturday, the field hockey
team (4-NCAC) cruised to an
0
easy 1 victory over Earlham College
0--3
(
NCAC) at home during Family
2,

29-ga-

2--

5--

1-

at the top of the NCAC rankings.
Defensively, Madalyn Myers '12
recorded three saves. In all, the Quakers
got off just seven shots during the
entire game.
Katherine
For the Quakers,
McDonough was credited with 10 saves
during the Scots' offensive onslaught
throughout the game.
The Scots remain unbeaten at home
this year, and have rebounded after a
skid earlier on in their
short two-gaseason, back in September.
The Fighting Scots are hosting archrival Wittenberg University tomorrow
at 1 p.m.

only 45 seconds apart.
Scot
The first of two second-ha- lf
scores came from Briana Lynch '11,
who notched her fifth goal of the season. Lynch was assisted on the play
from Nina Dine '11.
"'Forty-five- "
seconds later, Artman
recorded her second breakaway goal of
the game. The final score gave her three
on the day. It was the fifth three-go- al
career.
game of Artman's
Artman now leads the team in nearly
every offensive category, including
goals (9), assists (5), points (23) and
shots taken (36). With these types of
performances, Artman looks to be back

ds

ek

m

jaw-droppi-ng

Sports Editor

ing scots finished strong. Wooster
goalie Alix. Hoffman '11 needed to
make only two saves to preserve her
second complete-gam- e
shutout of the
season.
With the win, the women's soccer
team improved to 1 on the season.
They will play Washington & Jefferson
College (5-- 2) at home this Saturday at 2
p.m. The girls will have to keep the ball
ho utestand.
rolling if they want to be ready for
After a scoreless first half in which
conference play, which is right around
neither team controlled the game, the corner.
arch-riv- al
Wooster needed a mere 35 seconds to
hosts
team
The
take the lead. Liz Mott '11 was able to Wittenberg University in its conferbeat out the Alma goaltender after forence opener on Saturday, Oct. 4, folward Kate Kiley '09 threaded her a pass lowed by another conference match at
in the middle. The assist marked the
home against Allegheny College on
first of Kiley 's season.
Wednesday, Oct. 8. They travel to
But unlike the second half defensive
Eartham College on Oct. 11.

Coming off of their first loss of the
season against Case Western Reserve
the
last Wednesday,
University
Wooster women's soccer team (7-- 1)
was able to right the ship, beating Alma
College (4--4) by the score of
The traveling Scots didn't look
homesick at all as they went on the
road for the first time after a three-we-

40-ya-

Andrew Vogel

hiccups that cost them in last week's
game against Case Western, the fight-

Voice Staff

int

gave the Scots a 20-- 2 lead which
would end up as the final score.
finished "his. colleThe first-ye- ar
giate debut with 70 yards on 11
attempts. Bush could be primed for a
campaign. While
breakout first-ye- ar
first-year
isn't the biggest
the 5'6"
back on the field, he has the speed
and athleticism to be a game breaker

Field hockey remains unbeaten at home

7--

Charles Powers

ard

victory

20-- 2

me

me

-5,

Weekend.

The Scots hit the deck running, scoring just seven minutes into the conference affair. The game's first goal from
Eileen Barrer '1 1, giving her six on the

.

r

i

season.

Barrer received some help on the play
with a fine assist by Artman. A little
more than a minute later, Artman
tapped one in herself coming on an
unassisted breakaway.

-

t

The flurry of early scoring was not
done, though. The Quakers came back
with a goal of their own, this one com-

-

'

ing just 26 seconds after Artman's goal.
Earlham' s Cassie Gage put the ball in
the net for her first goal of the year.
The score cut the Scots' lead in half and
made it a close game for a majority of
the first half.
The Scots, however, were able to pad
their lead and get a more comfortable
.cushion going into halftime. Artman
scored again with about three minutes
left in the first half. Artman's second
goal came on an' assist from Stephanie

',

i

Standera'll.
After halftime, neither side could get
much offense going. However, late in
the game with 2:55 remaining, the Scots
pushed in two more scores that came

- - '11
Stephanie Sandera
uses her athletic moves to get the ball
from Earlham player Rhae Bovee (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).
-- -

-

-

NCAC Fall Standings
Team captain Taryn Higgins '09 kicks a pass to a fellow teammate in this weekend's game (Photo courtesy OPI).

Football

2)UW-Whitewater(2--

Football
NCAC

Top IS Foils
1.) Mount Union

1.) Wabash (1-- NCAC,
1.) Hiram (1-1.) Wooster
4.) Wittenberg (0-4.) Allegheny (0-4.) Earlham (M, )
4)OberlinO-0,0-2)
8.) Denison (0-8.) Kenyon (0-8. ) Ohio Wesleyan (0--
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Men's Soccer
NCAC,
overall)

(1-- 0

4-3--1

Wittenberg (00,80)
Ohio Wesleyan ((Ml,

Earlham

(0--

Hiram

0,

(0--

5-- 2)

2.) Kenyon (0-2.) Denison (00,
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4.) Wooster
Field Hockey
1 . ) Kenyon (
NCAC,
2. ) Wooster (2-- 0,
2.) Ohio Wesleyan (2-4. ) Denison (2-5. ) Wittenberg (1-6.) Earlham (0-7)Oberlin(0-4- ,
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2
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1,
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1
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9. ) Kenyon
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1

Women's Soccer
overall )
5-1--

2)

1)

(0--

0,

4-3--

1)

4-- 4)

0)

(0--

7--

4-2--

3-- 7)

4.) Earlham (04),
4.) Ohio Wesleyan

0,

Denison (00,
Ohio Wesleyan
Hiram (00,
Oberlin (04,

4-- 4)

0,

0,

(0--

Wittenberg

2)

5-- 8)

0,

Wooster
Earlham

Kenyon (04),
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1)
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3-- 3)
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3,
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overall)

4.) Denison

8
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Volleyball
NCAC, 6-- overall)

1 . ) Hiram (2-2. ) Wittenberg
2.) Allegheny

1)

3-3--

1,

(2-1-

W

1)

3-3--

0,

1,
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3.) Mary Hardin Baylor (2-4.) Capital (2-5. ) Muhlenberg (2-6.) Salisbury (3-7)Wheaton(Hl.)(2-0- )
8) Wabash
9.) North Central Oil.)
)
Claire
10.) UW-Ea- u
11) St. John Filler )
12. ) Wesley (1-13. ) Washington and Jefferson
)
M.) Franklin
)
15.) Case Western Reserve

.
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0

0)

3

1.) Wooster
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Standings taken from Northcoast.org, the official
site of the NCAC. AU standings as of April 1 1 .
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